The role of binding ligand in toxic hybrid proteins: a comparison of EGF-ricin, EGF-ricin A-chain, and ricin.
To analyze the influence of ricin B-chain on the toxicity of hybrid-protein conjugates, the rate of cellular uptake of conjugates, and the rate at which ricin A-chain (RTA) is delivered to the cytoplasm, we have constructed toxic hybrid proteins consisting of epidermal growth factor (EGF) coupled in disulfide linkage either to ricin or to RTA. EGF-ricin is no more toxic on A431 cells than EGF-RTA. The two conjugates demonstrate similar kinetics of cellular uptake (defined as antibody irreversible toxicity). EGF-RTA and EGF-ricin, like ricin, required a 2-2 1/2 hour period at 37 degrees before the onset of protein synthesis inhibition occurred. Our results suggest that RTA determines the processes which carry it, either in conjugate or toxin, from the plasma membrane binding site to the cytoplasm following endocytosis, and the ricin B chain is not required for these processes.